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SYMMETRIC STATES FOR C∗-FERMI SYSTEMS I: DE

FINETTI THEOREM

FRANCESCO FIDALEO

Abstract. In the present note, which is the first part of a work
concerning the study of the set of the symmetric states for Fermi
systems, we describe the extension of the De Finetti theorem to
the infinite Fermi C∗-tensor product of a single (separable) general
Z2-graded C∗-algebra.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of the exchangeable stochastic processes, or the
connected problem of the symmetric probability measures, is an im-
portant tool in probability theory. In this context, De Finetti Theorem
deals with the relationship between independence and exchangeability.

More precisely, let X1, X2, . . . be a countably infinite sequence of
random variables. Such a sequence is said to be exchangeable if, for
each integer n and any choice of a finite subset Xi1 , . . . , Xin of n distinct
random variables, it has the same joint probability distribution of any
other choice of n distinct random variables Xj1, . . . , Xjn.

Obviously, if the sequence X1, X2, . . . is independent and identically
distributed, it is exchangeable, but the converse is false. De Finetti
theorem simply asserts that an exchangeable sequence is indeed a ”mix-
ture” of independent and identically distributed sequences of random
variables in a sense which is clarified below.1

Due to the application to a an enormity of cases of interest, De
Finetti theorem, firstly appeared in [11], represents a milestone in prob-
ability theory, and it has many interesting equivalent formulations. It
should also be remarked that several attempts to generalise those De
Finetti-like results to the quantum situation have been done in the last
years. Since the aim of the present note is to provide the extension of
the De Finetti theorem to quantum models describing the presence of

Date: January 4, 2022.
1The original form of De Finetti theorem was concerning sequences of Bernoulli

random variables, a natural generalisation to quite general sequences was provided
by Hewitt and Savage in [17].
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Fermi particles, among the early papers concerning some extension of
such a fundamental theorem, we mention [18], and [15] for an under-
standable analysis on a toy-model.

The Hewitt-Savage formulation of the De Finetti theorem concerns
the study of the class of probability Radon measures on the Tikhonov
product ×NX of a single compact metrisable space X which are in-
variant under the action of the group of all permutations moving only
finitely many indices. Such invariant probability measures are called
symmetric. It can be immediately paraphrased in terms of the dual ob-
ject consisting of the C∗-algebra C(×NX) consisting of all continuous
functions on the compact space ×NX .

To pass immediately to the natural quantum generalisation, one can
consider the infinite tensor product ⊗NA of an arbitrary (usually sep-
arable) unital C∗-algebra A.2

On ⊗NA equipped with the norm arising from the minimal C∗-cross
norm, the group of all finite permutations is also naturally acting, and
the De Finetti theorem would characterise the structure of the set of
invariant states under such an action when A is abelian. This quantum
extension was carried out by Størmer in [21]. Indeed, among many
interesting results in the lines of operator algebras, in that paper it was
proved that any symmetric state ω is the ”barycentre” (i.e. a mixture)
of a measure νω, supported on the so-called product states, the last
being the natural quantum generalisation of a sequence of independent
and identically distributed random variables, which are then extremal
(or ergodic) w.r.t. the action of the permutations.

The investigation of dynamical systems based on Z2-graded C∗-
algebras, hence describing the possible presence of Fermi particles,
is a natural topic for the obvious applications to quantum field the-
ory, see e.g. [6]. Very recently, such an investigation was intensively
extended to spin models on lattices whose site-variables enjoy the so-
called Canonical Anti-commutation Relation (CAR for short). The
early investigation of such discrete model was systematically started in
[2], and continued in a long series of papers. We also mention the re-
cent investigation in [4], of disordered models (i.e. including the Fermi
counterpart of a spin-glass) based on the Z

2-graded C∗-algebras.
Recently in [2, 3], the concept of the product state was extended to

the so-called CAR algebra, which is the C∗-algebra describing Fermi
particles (i.e. particles obeying to the Fermi statistics). It was also
shown (cf. [1, 14]) that the Fermi product state has an important
role in investigating the Markov-like stochastic processes on the CAR
algebra.

2Contrarily to the commutative case for which the C∗-cross norm in forming the
tensor product is unique, in noncommutative case where such a cross norm is not
uniquely determined in general, the minimal C∗-cross norm is usually used for such
kind of questions, see e.g. [21].
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With the scope to extend and investigate the detailed balance for
Fermi systems, the abstract (i.e. applicable to general Z2-graded C∗-
algebras) concept of C∗-Fermi tensor product of two Z2-graded C∗-
algebras was introduced and studied in [9]. A crucial preliminary in-
vestigation in order to built such a Fermi tensor product was that
involving the product states.

In the last mentioned paper, the completion of the algebraic part
of the Fermi tensor product was carried out by using the maximal
C∗-Fermi cross norm, which was crucial to define and investigate the
so called diagonal, or maximally entangled, state. Yet, for the sake
of completeness, also the the Fermi analogous of the minimal C∗-cross
norm was introduced at the end of Section 8. Therefore, since there are
now all the needed ingredient, the extension of the De Finetti theorem
to general Fermi systems is a natural research line to be addressed.

The present note, which is the first part of a project devoted to the
study of the structure and the main properties of the relative sym-
metric states, deals precisely with establishing the De Finetti theorem
for general Fermi systems. It is a natural extension, first of the cor-
responding theorem for infinite C∗-tensor product of [21], and then of
that in [8] established for the particular case of the CAR algebra.

After some preliminary notions, we first describe in detail the Fermi
C∗-tensor product A F B between two Z

2-graded C∗-algebras A and
B, built using the minimal norm firstly introduced in Section 8 of [9].
Among other facts, we show that the natural grading on the algebraic
part A F oB easily extends to a grading on the C∗-completion w.r.t.
the minimal norm A F B, which makes the latter as a Z2-graded C∗-
algebra in a natural way.

The second step is that to construct the infinite Fermi C∗-tensor
product A = F

N
B of a single Z2-graded C∗-algebra B, and notice

that such an infinite product is still a Z2-graded C∗-algebra in a natural
way. The group consisting of all finite permutation PN of N acts in a
natural way on such an infinite product A.

After that, the paper continues with the investigation of the main
ergodic useful properties of the dynamical system (A,PN). Among
those, we show that the symmetric states (i.e. those invariant under
the action of the permutations) is made of even ones w.r.t. the grading
of A induced by that of B, and (A,PN) is PN-abelian. This allow us to
conclude that the symmetric states constitute a simplex made of even
states.

The remaining step to establish the Fermi version of the De Finetti
theorem is to show that the convex boundary is made of product states,
each of them being a product of a single even state onB. This is proven
in the last section of the present paper.

Some other interesting properties of the set of symmetric states are
discussed in the forthcoming paper [16].
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2. Preliminaries

We gather here some facts useful for the forthcoming sections.

Basic notions. Let H be a Hilbert space, and ξ ∈ H. The corre-
sponding vector functional on B(H) is defined as ωξ := 〈 · , ξ, ξ〉.

Let A be a C∗-algebra. With aut(A) we denote the group of its
∗-automorphisms, with identity e aut(A) = idA.

For two linear spaces X and Y , we denote by X+̇Y and X⊙Y their
algebraic direct sum and tensor product, respectively. If in addition,
A and B are involutive algebras with ∗ denoting their involution, then
A ⊗B will denote the algebraic tensor product A ⊙B equipped with
the usual product and involution given on the generators by

(a1 ⊗ b1)·(a2 ⊗ b2) = a1a2 ⊗ b1b2 , (a1 ⊗ b1)
† = a∗1 ⊗ b∗1 ,

for all a1 a2 ∈ A, b1, b2 ∈ B .3

For C∗-algebras A and B, A⊗maxB and A⊗minB are the completion
of A⊗B w.r.t. the maximal and minimal C∗-cross norm, respectively,
see e.g. [22].

For states ω ∈ S(A), ϕ ∈ S(B) on the C∗-algebras A and B, we
denote by ψω,ϕ ∈ S(A ⊗min B) the product state on the C∗-algebra
A⊗min B. A fortiori, ψω,ϕ is also well defined as a state on A⊗max B.
Therefore, with an abuse of notation we write ψω,ϕ ∈ S(A ⊗min B), or
merely on its algebraic part ψω,ϕ ∈ S(A⊗B).

Let A be a C∗-algebra, and ϕ ∈ S(A) a state. By
(
Hϕ, πϕ, ξϕ

)
,

we denote the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS for short) representation
associated to the state ϕ, see e.g. [22]. If in addition θ ∈ aut(A)
is a ∗-automorphism leaving invariant the state ϕ, then there exists a
unitary Vϕ,θ acting on Hϕ which implements θ, that is

Vϕ,θπϕ(a)V
∗
ϕ,θ = πϕ(θ(a)) , a ∈ A .

The quadruple
(
Hϕ, πϕ, Vϕ,θ, ξϕ

)
is called the covariant GNS rep-

resentation associated to the invariant state ϕ. When the involved
automorphisms {αg | g ∈ G} ⊂ aut(A)} come from an action G ∋ g 7→
αg ∈ aut(A) and the state ϕ is invariant under all αg, we denote such
a group of unitaries in B(Hϕ) by {Uϕ(g) | g ∈ G}.

Z2-graded C∗-algebras.

In the context of the present paper, a Z2-graded C
∗-algebra is a pair

made (A, θ) of a C∗-algebra and a ∗-automorphism θ of A such that
θ2 = eaut(A) = idA. Sometimes, we also consider Z2-grading on merely
involutive algebras, see [9], Section 4.

3We introduce the symbols · and † to denote the product and the involution in
A⊗B in order to distinguish them from the analogous operations (denoted by the
standard symbology) in the Z2-graded tensor product A F B whenever A and B

are equipped with a Z2-grading.
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It is immediate that any a ∈ A can be written in a unique way as

a =
a+ θ(a)

2
+
a− θ(a)

2
=: a+ + a− ,

where the corresponding grade is ∂(a±) = ±1. Therefore,

A =
(idA + θ)(A)

2
+̇
(idA − θ)(A)

2
=: A+ + A− ,

with A+ ⊂ A is a C∗-subalgebra, and A− ⊂ A is a closed linear sub-
space. In addition

θ⌈A1= idA1 , θ⌈A−1= −idA−1 ,

and the elements of A+ and A− are the homogeneous parts of A, and
are called the even and the odd part of A, respectively.

The map E := (idA + θ)/2 : A → A+ is indeed a conditional expec-
tation onto A+ satisfying E ◦ θ = E = θ ◦ E.

Sometimes, we omit to indicate the grading automorphism θ when
this causes no confusion.

Let
(
A(i), θ(i)

)
, i = 1, 2, be a pair of Z2-graded C

∗-algebras, together

with a map T : A(1) → A(2). T is said to be even if it is grading-
equivariant:

T ◦ θ(1) = θ(2) ◦ T .

When θ(2) = idA(2) , the map T : A(1) → A(2) is even if and only
if it is grading-invariant, that is T ◦ θ(1) = T . As a particular case
when

(
A(1), θ(1)

)
= (A, θ) and

(
A(2), idA(2)

)
=

(
C, idC

)
, a functional

f : A → C is even if and only if f◦θ = f . If the map T (or the functional
f) is Z2-linear, then it is even if and only if T ⌈

A
(1)
−

= 0 (f⌈A−
= 0).

Particular importance has the set of the even states, denoted by
S+(A). By the previous considerations

ϕ ∈ S(A) is even ⇐⇒ ϕ⌈A−
= 0 ,

and thus S+(A) ∼ S(A+) as topological spaces.
The most common example of nontrivial graded C∗-algebra, is the

CAR algebra based on an infinite countable set, see e.g. [22], Exercise
X1V.1.

Dynamical systems. A C∗-dynamical system is a triple (A, G, α)
made of a C∗-algebra, a group G and a representation, usually called
an action, G ∋ g 7→ αg ∈ aut(A) of G by ∗-automorphisms of A.

If there is no matter of confusion, sometimes we omit to indicate
the symbol α, and denote such a dynamical system as (A, G). For
example, the fixed-point subalgebra, (which is a C∗-subalgebra of A)
made of invariant element of A under the action of G, is simply denoted
by AG.

We denote by SG(A) ⊂ S(A) the locally compact, under the ∗-
weak topology, convex set of the invariant states under the action of
G. If A is unital with identity 1IA =: 1I, SG(A) is compact, and the
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convex boundary set ∂SG(A) made of the extremal invariant states
will be denoted by EG(A) Such extremal invariant states are also called
ergodic. From now on, we suppose that A is unital, if it is not otherwise
specified.

Let ϕ ∈ SG(A) with (πϕ,Hϕ, Uϕ, ξϕ) be the covariant GNS represen-
tation associated to ϕ. The action adUϕ(g) of G on B(Hϕ) leaves invari-
ant both πϕ(A)

′′ and πϕ(A)
′, and hence its centre Zϕ := πϕ(A)

′′∩πϕ(A)
′.

We denote the invariant elements under such an action, simply by ZGϕ .
We have then

ZGϕ = πϕ(A)
′′ ∩ πϕ(A)

′ ∩ Uϕ(G)
′ .

For a state ϕ ∈ SG(A), we denote Eϕ the selfadjoint projection onto
the (closed) subspace of Hϕ of the invariant vectors under Uϕ(g), for
all g ∈ G. The invariant state ϕ is said to be G-abelian if the subspace
Eϕπϕ(A)Eϕ is made of mutually commuting operators. The whole
dynamical system (A, G) is said to be G-abelian if any invariant state
is.

For a state ϕ ∈ SG(A), consider the following assertions:

(i) ϕ is ergodic,
(ii) {πϕ(A), Uϕ(G)}

′ = C1IHϕ
,

(iii) EϕHϕ is one-dimensional.

Then (e.g. [19], Section 3.1) (iii)=⇒(ii) ⇐⇒ (i), and those are all
equivalent if ϕ is G-abelian.

The state ϕ is said to be weakly clustering if

M{ϕ(aαĝ(b)} = ϕ(a)ϕ(b) , a, b ∈ A ,

where M is any mean obtained by using a Følner sequence if G is
amenable.4

It is possible to see that (iii) above is equivalent to ϕ being weakly
clustering, see e.g. [13].5

A state ϕ ∈ SG(A) is said to be strongly clustering if there exists a
sequence (gn)n ⊂ G such that, for every a, b ∈ A,

lim
n
ϕ(αgn(a)b) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b) .

It is expected that ϕ being strongly clustering implies ϕ being weakly
clustering, but the reverse does not hold. We never use such an ex-
pected result, but it is shown for the infinite C∗-tensor product and for
the infinite CAR algebra (cf. [21] and [8], respectively) that a weakly
clustering symmetric state is strongly clustering. We will see that this
holds true (essentially under the same proof as in [8]) also for the infi-
nite C∗-Fermi tensor product of any (unital) C∗-algebra.

4Here, ”̂ ” denotes a dumb variable.
5The analysis can be extended to any group G by using the Godement mean,

see [12].
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We say that G is acting on A as a large group of automorphisms if,
for any ϕ ∈ SG(A),

conv(πϕ(αg(a) : g ∈ G) ∩ πϕ(A)
′ 6= ∅ ,

for each selfadjoint a ∈ A .

It is shown in [20], Theorem 3.1 that, if ϕ ∈ SG(A), then there exists
a unique normalG-invariant conditional expectation Φϕ : πϕ(A)

′′ → ZGϕ
of πϕ(A)

′′ onto ZGϕ .

3. Tensor product of Fermi algebras

For Z2-graded C
∗-algebras (A, α), (B, β), we denote by A F oB the

algebraic tensor product A ⊙ B equipped with the ∗-operation and
product as follows.

One first notices that, as linear spaces,

A F oB = A⊙B = A⊗B ,

the last being the algebraic tensor product equipped with its natural
”star”-operation denoted by ”†” and the product denoted by a ”dot”.
Therefore,

A⊙B = +̇i,j∈Z2(Ai ⊙Bj) = A⊗B .

For homogeneous elements a ∈ A, b ∈ B and i, j ∈ Z2, we recall the
following definition

ǫ(a, b) :=

{
−1 if ∂(a), ∂(b) = −1 ,
1 otherwise .

Consider the generic elements x, y ∈ A⊙B. We can write

x := ⊕i,j∈Z2xi,j ∈ ⊕i,j∈Z2(Ai ⊙Bj) ,

y := ⊕i,j∈Z2yi,j ∈ ⊕i,j∈Z2(Ai ⊙Bj) ,

and we set

x∗ :=
∑

i,j∈Z2

ε(i, j)x†i,j ,

xy :=
∑

i,j,k,l∈Z2

ε(j, k)xi,j·yk,l .
(3.1)

Notice that, for x = a⊙b and y = A⊙B, where a, A ∈ A and b, B ∈ B,

x∗ =ǫ(a, b)x† = ǫ(a, b)a∗ ⊙ b∗ ,

xy =ǫ(b, A)(a⊗ b)·(A⊗B) = ǫ(b, A)aA⊗ bB .

Under the above operations (cf. [9], Proposition 6.1), the involution
and product operations on A ⊙B given in (3.1) are well defined, and
make the linear space A⊙B an involutive algebra, indeed denoted by
A F oB.
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As noted in Section 6 of [9], for involutive Z2-graded (C∗-)algebras
(A, α) and (B, β), their Fermi tensor product A F oB is naturally
equipped with a structure of involutive Z2-graded algebra, by putting

(
A F oB

)

+
:=

(
A+ ⊙B+

)
+̇
(
A− ⊙B−

)
,

(
A F oB

)

−
:=

(
A+ ⊙B−

)
+̇
(
A− ⊙B+

)
.

(3.2)

In this situation, such a grading is induced by the involutive auto-
morphism θo = α F β given on the elementary tensors by

(3.3) (α F β)(a F b) := α(a) F β(b) , a ∈ A , b ∈ B .

We now report the main properties of the so-called product state.
Indeed for the involutive Z2-graded algebras (A, α) and (B, β), and for
given ω ∈ S(A) and ϕ ∈ S(B), the first step is to understand whether
the product functional of ω and ϕ is well defined and positive on the
algebraic Fermi tensor product A F oB.

If needed, we suppose without loosing generality that A and B are
unital with units 1IA and 1IB, respectively. The general situation can be
achieved by adding the identities, or considering approximate identities
on A and B as well.

We now report the main properties of the product functional, firstly
studied in [2, 3] for concrete systems based on the CAR algebra, and
then in Section 7 of [9] for abstract Fermi systems.

Indeed, for ω ∈ S(A) and ϕ ∈ S(B), the product functional ω × ϕ
on A F B is defined as usual by

(3.4) ω × ϕ

( n∑

j=1

aj F bj

)

:=

n∑

j=1

ω(aj)ϕ(bj),

n∑

j=1

aj F bj ∈ A F B .

It is well known that the functional given in (3.4) is well defined on
A⊙B, and therefore on A F oB. In addition, even though it coincides
with the corresponding product state on A ⊗ B, denoted by ψω,ϕ, n
general it is not positive on the involutive algebra A F B, and the
necessary and sufficient condition for positivity is that at least one of
ω or ϕ must be even. This is the content of Proposition 7.1 in [9], in
which it was proven the crucial facts that, for each x, y ∈ A F oB,

|(ω × ϕ)(x)| ≤(ω × ϕ)(x∗x)1/2 ,

(ω × ϕ)(x∗y∗yx) ≤Cy(ω × ϕ)(x∗x) ,

where Cy is a positive constant depending on y.
By the above properties (e.g. [9], Theorem 3.2), the GNS represen-

tation of ϕ × ψ provides operators πϕ×ψ which are bounded, and the
product state itself is given by a (unique, up to a multiplicative phase)
vector state ωξω×ϕ associated to the cyclic vector ξω×ϕ.

For the purpose of the present note, we use the completion of A F oB

under the norm [] [] introduced at the end of Section 8 of [9]. Indeed,
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define

[]c[]min := sup{‖πϕ×ψ(c)‖ | ϕ ∈ S(A)+, ψ ∈ S(B)+}, c ∈ A F oB .

In [9], it was shown that [] []min is indeed a norm on A F oB, which can
be viewed as the analogous of the minimal C∗-cross norm for A⊗B.6

We also note that the maximal norm [] []max, introduced and studied
in [9], plays an important role in ergodic theory involving abstract C∗-
Fermi systems. We mention the extension of the concept of diagonal
state, being orthogonal to the corresponding product state in most of
interesting cases, where the maximal norm plays a crucial role.

Since we use only the minimal norm, we put A F B := A F oB
[] []min

,
always denoting such a minimal norm simply by ‖ ‖.

Remark 3.1. We point out that, the GNS representation πϕ×ψ and
the product state ϕ×ψ uniquely extend to the whole A F B to a rep-
resentation and a state, denoted again by πϕ×ψ and ϕ×ψ respectively.

Proof. Indeed, for c ∈ A F oB, we easily have ‖πϕ×ψ(c)‖B(Hϕ×ψ) ≤ ‖c‖,
and thus πϕ×ψ uniquely extend to a contractive map of the completion
A F B of A F oB into B(Hϕ×ψ) which is indeed a representation.

Concerning the product state, it is uniquely extended to the whole
A F B by the vector state ωξϕ×ψ . �

If ϕ ∈ A, ψ ∈ B, first we remark that ϕ × ψ is always well defined
as linear functional on A F oB. By [9], Proposition 7.1, it is positive if
and only if at least one of them is even. By the above consideration,
its GNS representation and itself uniquely extend to the whole A F B.

Therefore, we can conclude that the product state ϕ × ψ, which is
indeed a state on A F B, is uniquely determined by its values on the
generators of A F B, provided it exists.

4. The infinite Fermi tensor product

We show that the completion under the minimal norm of the infi-
nite tensor product is indeed a Z2-graded C∗-algebra, a fact already
implicitly noted in [9].

Let A F oB be the algebraic Fermi product of Z2-graded C
∗-algebras

(A, α), (B, β), equipped with the grading θo := α F o β defined by (3.2)
and (3.3).

Proposition 4.1. The involutive grading ∗-automorphism θo uniquely
extends to an involutive ∗-automorphism θ of the whole A F B, and
thus makes (A F B, θ) as a Z2-graded C

∗-algebra.

6In [10], it was shown that such a norm is indeed minimal among all the C∗-cross
norms on A F

o
B.
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Proof. Fix ϕ ∈ S+(A) and ψ ∈ S+(B), and denote by ω := ϕ× ψ the
corresponding product state on A F oB. Define

Voπω(a)ξω := πω(θo(a))ξω , a ∈ A F oB .

Since ϕ and ψ are even, ω is θo-invariant, and thus

‖Voπω(x)ξω‖
2 = ω(θo(x

∗x)) = ω(x∗x) = ‖πω(x)ξω‖
2 .

Therefore Vo is a well-defined isometry with dense range whose clo-
sure is a unitary V acting on Hω leaving ξω invariant and satisfying

V πω(x)V
∗ = πω(θo(x)) , x ∈ A F oB ,

which implies that ‖πω(θo(a))‖ = ‖πω(a)‖.
We then conclude that θo is isometric on A F oB w.r.t. the minimal

norm, and thus it extends to the whole A F oB to an isometric map,
denoted by α F β, which is indeed an involutive ∗-automorphism. �

According to the purpose of the present note, from now on, we con-
sider a unital Z2-graded C∗-algebra (B, α) with the unique, necessarily
even identity 1I, together with a discrete countable set which, in our sit-
uation, can be chosen as N, and form the Z2-graded (minimal) infinite
C∗-Fermi tensor product

(
F

N
B, F

N
α
)
as follows.7

Indeed, we take into account Proposition 4.1, pointing out that, for
each n ∈ N there is a natural embedding

a ∈ B F · · · F B
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

7→ a F 1I ∈ B F · · · F B
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

F B

between Z2-graded C
∗-algebras, which preserves the parity in the ob-

vious way:
(
α F · · · F α
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

F α
)
(a F 1I) =

(
α F · · · F α
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

)
(a) F 1I .

We then have the following

Proposition 4.2. The direct limit

(Ao, θo) :=lim
−→

n→∞

(
F
n
i=0B, F

n
i=0 α

)

is an involutive Z2-graded algebra admitting a unique C∗-completion
(A, θ), which is the C∗-inductive limit of the sequence

(
F
n
i=0B, F

n
i=0 α

)

n

of compatible Z2-graded C∗-algebras.

Proof. It is a direct consequence of the above considerations and Sec-
tion L2 of [23]. �

7We point out that the construction of the infinite Fermi tensor product can be
straightforwardly carried out also for index-sets of arbitrary cardinality and non
unital C∗-algebras.
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In the present note, we call the above Z2-graded C∗-algebra (A, θ) =:
(

F
N
B, F

N
α
)
simply the infinite Fermi tensor product of the single

Z2-graded C∗-algebra (B, α).
The elements of Ao, that is those for which are asymptotically ten-

sorised by the identity, are called localised elements.
It is matter or routine to verify that, given a collection {ϕn | n ∈

N} ⊂ S+(B) of even states, the product state ω := ×n∈Nϕn is well
defined as an even state on the infinite fermi tensor product. A crucial
importance for the purpose of the present note has the infinite product
state ×Nϕ of a single one ϕ ∈ S=(B).

We end the present section by noticing that CAR(N) can be viewed
as an infinite C∗-tensor product, again on N, of B ∼ M2d(C), d ≥ 1,
by regrouping the local algebras d at a time. In such a situation,

CAR(N) ∼ M2(C) ∨ · · · ∨M2(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d-times

F M2(C) ∨ · · · ∨M2(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d-times

F · · · ,

where, for this case for which the single algebra B is finite dimensional,
the norm on the C∗-Fermi product is uniquely determined.

Therefore, by regrouping the algebras, the De Finetti theorem could
be established using the results in [8] for ”single site” graded algebras
(B, β) ∼ (CAR(2d), α), d > 1, where α is the Z2-grading on CAR(2d).

5. Ergodic properties

The main ingredient of the present note is the dynamical system
(A,P) made of all infinite Fermi tensor product (A, θ) =

(
F

N
B, F

N
α
)
,

on which the (discrete) group of the finite permutations P := PN acts
in a natural way. We also omit to indicate the underlying gradings
when this cause no confusion.

Indeed, on the generators of the direct limit a = a0 F · · · F ak F · · · ,

such an action α
(o)
g : Ao → Ao is defined as

α(o)
g (a0 F · · · F ak F · · · ) := αg(0) F · · · F αg(k) F · · · ) ,

where a is a localised element made of elementary tensors.
Such an action extends to an action, denoted by α, of P on the

whole infinite Fermi tensor product A, which is grading-equivariant:
αg ◦ θ = θ ◦ αg, for each g ∈ P.

In order to investigate the ergodic properties of symmetric states
(i.e. those invariant under the action of the permutation group P), we
start with the following

Theorem 5.1. For each state ω ∈ SP(A),

(i) ω is even;
(ii) ω is P-abelian;
(iii) ω is asymptotically abelian in average:

M{ω(c[αĝ(a), b]d)} = 0 , a, b, c, d ∈ A .
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Proof. We start by fixing unit vectors ξ, η ∈ Hω.
(i) By a standard approximation argument, we can reduce the mat-

ter to localised odd elements and show that ω ∈ SP(A) vanishes to
each of such elements. Fix a norm one localised odd element a ∈ A−,
with k > 0 some (finite) integer such that a = c F 1I F 1I F · · · , with
c ∈ B F · · · F B

︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

. Denote also n := {0, . . . , n} the finite set made of

exactly the first n+ 1 elements.
By taking into account the αg(a) and αg(a

∗) are localised and odd,
and using first the von Neumann ergodic theorem [8], Proposition 3.1,
and then the estimate in [8], Lemma 3.3, we have

|〈{Eωπω(a)Eω, Eωπω(a
∗)Eω}ξ, η〉| =

∣
∣M{〈Eωπω({a, αĝ(a

∗)})Eωξ, η〉}
∣
∣

≤ lim
n→∞

(
1

n + 1

|{g ∈ Pn+1 | k ∩ gk 6= ∅}|

n!

)

≤c(k) lim
n→∞

1

n+ 1
= 0 .

This implies that Eωπω(a)Eω = 0 for α ∈ A−, and thus

ω(a) = ωξω(Eωπω(a)Eω) = 0 .

Since θo(Ao) = θ(A), and thus (Ao)− = A−, for each odd a with
‖a‖ = 1 and 0 < ε < 1, there exists an odd aε with ‖aε‖ = 1 such that
‖a−aε‖ < ε/4, and thus ‖a∗−a∗ε‖ < ε/6. An easy calculation leads to
∣
∣〈({Eωπω(a)Eω, Eωπω(a

∗)Eω}−{Eωπω(aε)Eω, Eωπω(a
∗
ε)Eω})ξ, η〉

∣
∣ < ε ,

and thus the assertion follows as ε is arbitrarily close to zero.
(ii) By approximating elements with norm one localised ones a, b ∈

Ao as before, and taking into account that Eωπω(c)Eω vanishes if c is
odd, we can suppose that a, b are even and localised. Then, reasoning
as in (i), we get

〈[Eωπω(a)Eω, Eωπω(b)Eω]ξ, η〉 =M{〈Eωπω([a, αĝ(b)])Eωξ, η〉} = 0

since, if a = c F 1I F 1I F · · · and b = d F 1I F 1I F · · · with c, d ∈
B F · · · F B
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k-times

, we have as before

∣
∣M{〈Eωπω([a, αĝ(b)])Eωξ, η〉}

∣
∣ ≤ c(k) lim

n→∞

1

n + 1
= 0 .

The statement follows by a standard approximation argument as be-
fore.

Concerning (iii), and taking into account the previous computations,
the result can be reached by splitting a, c, d in their even and odd parts.
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Indeed, suppose first that a is even. We get

M{ω(cαĝ(a)bd)} =M{ω(αĝ(a)cbd)}

=〈Eωπω(a)Eωπω(cbd)Eωξω, ξω〉 = 〈Eωπω(cbd)Eωπω(a)Eωξω, ξω〉

=M{ω(cbdαĝ(a))} =M{ω(cbαĝ(a)d)} .

Suppose now a is odd, and split c and d in its odd and even parts.
We now get

M{ω(cαĝ(a)bd)} = ±M{ω(αĝ(a)cbd)}

=± 〈Eωπω(a)Eωπω(cbd)ξω, ξω〉 = 0 .

On the other hand,

M{ω(cbαĝ(a)d)} = ±M{ω(cbdαĝ(a))}

=± 〈πω(cbd)Eωπω(a)Eωξω, ξω〉 = 0 .

Collecting together, we obtain the assertion. �

The previous theorem immediately leads to some important conse-
quences listed below.

Corollary 5.1. A state ω ∈ EP(A) is ergodic if and only if it is weakly
clustering.

Proof. It follows combining (ii) of Theorem 5.1 with Proposition 3.1.12
of [19], by taking into account that ω being strongly clustering is equiv-
alent to dim(EωHω) = 1. �

Corollary 5.2. The set of the invariant states SP(A) is a simplex in
the sense of Choquet (cf [7]).

Proof. It immediately follows from (ii) of the above theorem, by taking
into account of Theorem 3.1.14 in [19]. �

The following result is a direct consequence of the last corollary, by
taking into account [19], Theorem 3.1.14.

Theorem 5.2. Let ω ∈ SP(A). Then there exists a unique probability
Radon measure νω on SP(A) such that

(i) ∆ ⊂ SP(A) Baire set with ∆ ∩ EP(A) = ∅, then νω(∆) = 0;
(ii) ω =

∫

SP(A)
ϕdνω(ϕ).

The measure νω is maximal, in the sense explained in [19], pag. 123,
among the measures satisfying (ii) above and is nothing else than the
measure associated to {πω(A), Uω(P)}

′ ⊂ πω(A)
′, see [19], Proposition

3.1.5.
We also note that, since νω satisfies (i) above, it is said that such

a measure is pseudo-supported on EP(A). When A is separable, νω is
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indeed supported on EP(A) because any Baire set is also a Borel set,
and thus

(5.1) ω =

∫

EP(A)

ϕdνω(ϕ) ,

where (5.1) is the so-called barycentric decomposition of ω ∈ SP(A).
In the present paper, the forthcoming results are never used for the

proof of De Finetti theorem. We are providing these for the sake of
completeness, together with Proposition 6.2 below.

Proposition 5.3. The group P acts on A as a large group of automor-
phisms.

Proof. Fix an arbitrary integer n ∈ N, a, b1, . . . , bn, c ∈ A with a, b1, . . . , bn
selfadjoint, ω ∈ SP(A), and denote by ωc := ω(c∗( · )c).

Now, by (iii) of Theorem 5.1, for each ε > 0 there exists a finite set
F ∈ N such that, for any k = 1, . . . , n,
∣
∣
∣
∣
ω

(

c∗
[( ∑

g∈PF

αg(a)/|PF |

)

, bk

]

c

)∣
∣
∣
∣
=

∣
∣
∣
∣

1

|PF |

∑

g∈PF

ω(c∗[αg(a), bk]c)

∣
∣
∣
∣
< ε .

Therefore,

0 ≤ inf
{
|ωc([ã, bk])| | ã ∈ conv(αg(a); g ∈ P)

}

≤ inf

{∣
∣
∣
∣
ω

(

c∗
[(

∑

g∈PF

αg(a)/|PF |

)

, bk

]

c

)∣
∣
∣
∣
;F finite subset of N

}

=0 , k = 1, 2, . . . n .

The assertion now follows by [20], Theorem 3.5. �

Proposition 5.4. Let ω ∈ SP(A) and a ∈ A. Then

w− lim
F↑N

1

|PF |

∑

g∈PI

πω(αg(a)) = Φω(πω(a)) ,

where Φω : πω(A)
′′ → ZP

ω is the normal P-invariant conditional expec-
tation of πω(A)

′′ onto ZP

ω which exists by Proposition 5.3, and the limit
is meant in the weak operator topology.

Proof. For each fixed a ∈ A, consider any cluster point of the net
(

1
|PF |

∑

g∈PF
πω(αg(a))

)

F⊂N
, where F denotes any finite subsets of N,

which exists by compactness. It is matter of routine (e.g. [8], Proposi-
tion 4.3) to check that any such cluster point is adUω(P)-invariant.

By using the asymptotic Abelianess (iii) of Theorem 5.1, and arguing
as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 of [20], one shows that the limit above is
indeed in ZP

ω. But Z
P

ω can contain at most one of such limit points (cf.
[20], Theorem 3.1) since P acts on A as a large group of automorphisms
as we have just seen. As a consequence, the limit is precisely Φω(πω(a)).

�
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6. De Finetti theorem

The present section is concerned with the characterisation of the
extremal symmetric states, which provides the extension of De Finetti
theorem to the Fermi models under consideration.

We also point out that some results of [8] can be straightforwardly
adapted to the general situation of the present note. To simplify, we
suppose that the one-site algebra B is separable, even if most of the
results hold true even in non separable case, as well as for infinite index
sets of arbitrary cardinality.

We preliminary report the definition of the sequence of permutations
(gn)n ⊂ P in [21] given by

(6.1) gn (k) :=







2n + k if 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n ,
k − 2n if 2n < k ≤ 2n+1 ,
k if 2n+1 < k ,

which plays a crucial role as in [21, 8].

Lemma 6.1. If ω ∈ EP(A), then for each a ∈ A,

w− lim
n

(
πω(αgn(a))ξω

)
= ω(a)ξω .

Proof. By a standard approximation argument, we can reduce the mat-
ter to localised elements a ∈ Ao. Let g ∈ P. Then there exists na,g
such that n > na,g implies αggn(a) = αgn(a).

Hence, any weak limit point of the sequence
(
πω(αgn(a))ξω

)

n
⊂ Hω,

which exists by compactness, is an invariant vector under the action of
P, that is it belongs to EωHω.

Let ξ ∈ Hω be one such cluster points, and (nk)k ⊂ N be a subse-
quence of natural numbers such that

ξ =w− lim
k
Uω(gnk)πω(a)Uω(gnk)

−1ξω

=w− lim
k
πω(αgnk (a))ξω .

Since ξ ∈ EωHω, and ω is ergodic and thus dim(EωHω) = 1, there
exists a constant c ∈ C such that ξ = cξω. Consequently,

c = lim
k
〈πω(αgnk (a))ξω, ξω〉 = ω(a) ,

and thus there exists only one cluster point ω(a)ξω. �

For the sake of completeness, we prove the following result, analogous
to the corresponding ones in [20, 8].

Proposition 6.2. Let ω ∈ EP(A), and a ∈ A. For the following limit
in the weak operator topology, we have

(6.2) w− lim
n
πω(αgn(a)) = ω(a)1IHω

= Φω(πω(a)) .
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Proof. By a standard approximation argument, it is enough to take
vectors ξ, η ∈ Hω of the form ξ = πω(b)ξω, η = πω(c

∗)ξω, and reduce
the matter to a, b, c ∈ Ao. Let a = a+ + a−, b = b+ + b− the split of a,
b into their even and odd parts. By Theorem 6.1 below, it is enough
to assume that ω is strongly clustering.

Since ω is even, by using the standard (anti)commutation relations,
we get

lim
n
〈πω(αgn(a))ξ, η〉 = lim

n
ω(cαgn(a)b)

= lim
n
ω(cbαgn(a+)) + lim

n
ω(cb+αgn(a−))− lim

n
ω(cb−αgn(a−))

=ω(cb)ω(a+) + ω(cb+)ω(a−)− ω(cb−)ω(a−)

=ω(cb)ω(a+) + ω(cb+)ω(a−)

=ω(cb)ω(a+) + ω(cb+)ω(a−) + ω(cb−)ω(a−)

=ω(cb)ω(a) = 〈(ω(a)1IHω
)ξ, η〉 .

Therefore, the first equality in (6.2) is satisfied for each a ∈ A.
Since ω is ergodic, ZP

ω ⊂ {πω(A), Uω(G)}
′ = C1IHω

and, since P acts
as a large group of automorphisms, w− limn πω(αgn(a)) must coincide
with Φω(πω(a)), provided the former exists. �

The following result is the key-point to prove the generalisation of
the De Finetti theorem for infinite C∗-Fermi tensor product of Z2-
graded C∗-algebras. It generalises Theorem 5.3 in [8], and can be
proved following the lines of the corresponding Theorem 2.7 in [21].

Theorem 6.1. Let ω ∈ SP(A). Then the following are equivalent:

(i) ω is ergodic,
(ii) ω is strongly clustering,

(iii) ω =
∏

N

ϕ for some even state ϕ ∈ B.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose ϕ is ergodic, and take a, b ∈ A. Then by
Lemma 6.1, we get

lim
n
ω(aαgn(b)) = lim

n
〈πω(αgn(a))ξω, πω(a

∗)ξω〉 = ω(a)ω(b) ,

that is ω is strongly clustering.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Choose a vector ξ ⊥ ξω belonging to EωHω, and fix ε > 0.
Since ξω is cyclic, there exists b ∈ A such that ‖ξ − πω(b)ξω‖ < ε/2,

and thus

|ω(b)| = |〈πω(b)ξω, ξω〉| = |〈(πω(b)ξω − ξ), ξω〉| < ε/2

because ξ is orthogonal to ξω.
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Let now a ∈ A such that ‖πω(a)‖ ≤ 1. Recalling that ξ and ξω are
both Uω(P)-invariant and considering the sequence in (6.1), we get

|〈ξ, πω(a)ξω〉| =|〈Uω(gn)πω(a
∗)Uω(gn)

−1ξ, ξω〉|

≤|〈Uω(gn)πω(a
∗)Uω(gn)

−1πω(b)ξω, ξω〉|+ ε/2

=|ω(αgn(a
∗)b)|+ ε/2 .

Suppose now ω is strongly clustering and, taking the limit for n→ ∞
on both sides, we get

|〈ξ, πω(a)ξω〉| ≤ |ω(a∗)||ω(b)|+ ε/2 < ε/2 + ε/2 =< ε .

Since ε > 0 is arbitrary and ξω is cyclic for πω(A), we get ξ = 0, and
thus EωHω is one dimensional, which implies that (and it is indeed
equivalent, since (A,P) is P-abelian, to) the ergodicity of ω.

(iii) ⇒ (ii) is obvious.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) For j ∈ N, we denote the embedding

B ∋ a 7→ ιj(a) := 1I F · · · F 1I
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(j+1)-times

F a F 1I · · · ∈ A .

It is well known that the product state is uniquely determined by
the product of the values of the state on the generators, see Remark
3.1. Therefore, the proof proceeds following the same lines of Theorem
2.7 of [21], and then of Theorem 5.3 of [8]. We report the details for
the convenience of the reader.

Indeed, for each n ∈ N and a0, . . . , an ∈ B, we must show that

(6.3) ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn(an)) =
n∏

j=0

ϕ(aj) ,

for some state ϕ ∈ S+(B). The proof now proceeds as in Theorem 2.7
of [21].

For j ∈ N, define ϕj := ϕ ◦ ιj . Since ϕ is symmetric, hence even (cf.
Theorem 5.1), the ϕj are even and coincide each other: ϕi = ϕj =: ϕ
for i, j ∈ N. Now (6.3) can be achieved by an induction procedure.

Indeed, for n = 0 it follows immediately, so we suppose it holds true
till n. Fix ε > 0 and choose m > n so large such that, using first the
induction hypothesis and then the strong clustering property,

∣
∣
∣
∣
ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn(an)αgm(ι(n+1)(a(n+1))))−

n+1∏

j=0

ϕ(aj)

∣
∣
∣
∣

(6.4)

= |ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn(an)αgm(ιn+1(an+1)))− ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn(an))ϕ(an)| < ε

Choose now a permutation g ∈ PN such that g(j) = j if 0 ≤ j ≤ n
and g(n+ 1) = gm(n + 1). Then

ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn+1(an+1)) =ω(αg(ι0(a0) · · · ιn+1(an+1)))

=ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn(an)αgm(ιn+1(an+1)))
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which, combined with (6.4), leads to

∣
∣
∣
∣
ω(ι0(a0) · · · ιn+1(an+1))−

n+1∏

j=0

ϕ(aj)

∣
∣
∣
∣
< ε .

The assertion follows as ε > 0 is arbitrary. �

We are in position to establish the version of De Finetti Theorem
for Fermi systems, obtaining that any symmetric state is the mixture
(5.1) of product states, being each of them the product of a single even
state.

Theorem 6.2 (De Finetti Theorem for infinite Fermi C∗-tensor prod-
ucts). Let A := F

N
B be the infinite Fermi C∗-tensor product of a sin-

gle separable algebra B, together with the C∗-dynamical system (A,P)
obtained by considering the natural action of all finite permutations P

on A.

(i) The set of the symmetric states SP(A) is a Choquet simplex;
(ii) the set of the ergodic states ω ∈ EP(A) is made of product states

by a single even state ϕ ∈ S+(B): ω = ×Nϕ;
(iii) for each ω ∈ SP(A), there exists a probability Radon measure

νω supported on the ergodic states EP(A), such that ω is the
barycentre of νω: ω =

∫

EP(A)
ψdνω(ψ).

Proof. (i) is nothing else than Corollary 5.2, whereas (iii) immediately
follows by Theorem 5.2 because, being B and thus A, separable, the
Σ-algebra generated by the Baire sets of SP(A) coincides with that
generated by the Borel sets. Finally, (ii) is nothing but the previous
Theorem 6.1. �

We end by noticing that the property for the set of extremal states to
be ∗-weakly closed implies a nice result. Indeed, in [5] it is shown that a
simplex with closed boundary is affinely isomorphic to the probability
Radon measures on a compact Hausdorff space. This is the content of
Theorem 2.8 of [21] (same proof), which in our situation assumes the
form

Proposition 6.3. The Choquet simplex SP(A) has a ∗-weakly closed
boundary and is affinely isomorphic to the probability Radom measures
on the convex ∗-weakly compact set S(B+).

We also note that, when B is M2(C), generated by the odd matrix
(
0 1
0 0

)

, then M2(C)+ ∼ C2, and thus S(M2(C)+) ∼ [0, 1] as was seen

in Lemma 2.2 of [8]. Hence, Proposition 5.6 in [8] is a particular case
of Proposition 6.3.
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